WHITEWATER
Whitewater kayaking is an exciting sport that involves paddling down rivers and rapids – from simple, gently moving water to demanding, challenging rapids.
The sport encompasses a wide variety of disciplines, from creek boating to river running to play boating, and each offers different ways to appreciate the
river. With so many approaches to choose from, there is a style of whitewater paddling for everyone. Whitewater paddling is becoming increasingly accessible
to a wider population thanks to better equipment and improved designs. Gear made specifically for kids, and in a wider range of adult sizes, has also made
whitewater paddling more appealing in recent years. Specified boat and gear designs have grown to meet the needs of each style of whitewater paddling.
Creekboats tend to be larger volume with significant rocker, bulbous ends, and a more rounded hull. Playboats are generally shorter and smaller volume, often
with a flat hull, slicey ends and sharp chines. River running boats generally utilize a blend of creekboat and playboat characteristics, aiming for a balance
between stability and playability. Boats, paddles, PFDs, and helmets are designed distinctly to cater to the specific demands of paddlers on all types of
whitewater. Countless accessories also exist to make paddling easier, more comfortable, and more feasible in a variety of weather conditions.

>> Boats >> CREEKING, RIVER RUNNING, RIVER PLAY, FREESTYLE, OTHER
>> Paddles >> HIGH END, PERFORMANCE, ENTRY LEVEL
>> PFDs >> CREEK, WHITEWATER PLAY
>> Outwear >> JACKETS, PANTS, SUITS
>> Helmets >> CREEK, PLAY
>> SPRAYDECKS
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CREEKING

A high-stability whitewater kayak designed speciﬁcally for running rivers and steep creeks.

PRIJON – PURE XL

NEW FOR 2011

PURE XL Production has started! Here we go! Just in time for the
Sickline race, the big brother of the PURE is ready for paddling!
Our team did a lot of testing, the mold makers worked hard.
So the BIG one is ready now. Some technical details: Cockpit
outside: 90 x 53 cm Cockpit inside: 82 x 45. Test it now. We
start distribution of the boat right now. Just ask your dealer!

Length: 269 cm / 8’10’’ - width: 69 cm / 2’3’’ - volume: 330 L / 87 gal - weight: 21.2 kg / 47 lbs - paddler weight range: 85 kg + /
187 lbs + - max. cap.: 130 kg / 287 lbs
Infos: www.prijon.com

FLUID – BIG BANG

NEW FOR 2011

The Big Bang is our evolutionary creekboat/expedition kayak
capable of handling class 5 creeks yet at the same time having
ample speed for long hauls and enough packing space for
extended periods in the wild. It is super forgiving despite the
longer length, highly manoeuvrable, punches through big holes,
boofs like a much shorter boat, and has the volume and peaked
decks to keep it on top at all times. Features include: a sealed
off foam bulkhead, a raised knee area which is relatively wide
to accommodate big paddlers, copious volume and an extended
water line means that heavy paddlers will find the Big Bang a
cruise. It is naturally an easy boat to roll. Additional notes: Based
on our highly successful Expedition Solo, creating a longer, faster
version, but with changes in some crucial features.

Length: 270 cm / 8’10’’ - width: 65 cm / 25.5’’ - volume: 310 L / 82 gal - weight: 22.5 kg / 49 lbs - paddler weight range: 70 - 135
kg / 155 - 300 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

ZET – VELOC

NEW FOR 2011

New creek boat from ZET kayaks. This kayak is the next in the
ZET production line. Inspired by Raptor, but made with few
important changes: it is it’s smaller cousin. The boat is perfectly
balanced and easy to handle. This kayak will help you to tackle
those lower water technical creeks but still has enough volume
and speed, so you will not get lost in a big volume river or any
extreme kayak race. Made by Zelezny technology, designed and
developed with the input of the professional ZET team, this
boat will help you to get your kayaking skills to next level and
take you safely down the river

Length: 245 cm / 8’ - width: 65 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 280 L / 74 gal - weight: 18 kg / 40 lbs - paddler weight range: 45 - 85 kg / 99
– 187 lbs
Infos: www.zet-kayaks.com
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JACKSON – VILLAIN

NEW FOR 2011

Hundreds of hours of research, planning, and testing went into
this newest creeker from Jackson Kayak. The Villain is getting
rave reviews from serious creekers, male and female alike,
impressed with the Villain’s floaty feel, ability to punch holes,
resurface like a champ, speed and tracking, agility, stability,
carve ability, and forgiving nature. There are two versions on
the loose, a small/medium known as the ”Villain S” (100180lbs) and a large called simply “the Villain” (160-250lbs
). Citizens beware - the Villain also has been proving to be
irristible among paddlers of the fairer sex as well.
Additional notes: Dimensions listed are for the Villain S. All
metrics are slightly higher for the Villain.

Length: 249 cm / 8’2’’ - width: 65 cm / 25.5’’ - volume: 300 L / 79.5 gal - weight: 20 kg / 45 lbs - paddler weight range: 45 – 82 kg
/ 100 – 180 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com/villain

BIG DOG - DROPZONE
The DropZone is a high volume, displacement-hulled creek boat
that, as the name suggests is ideal for gnarly descents and
tight, steep lines. Also great for those trips further-a-field that
often require a degree of gear to be carried: its displacement
hull ensures that even when laden, performance is maintained
and handling remains predictable. For reassurance in extreme
or remote situations this kayak features some added safety
features including: six rescue points, twin deck pillars to form a
U shaped internal safety cage and 2 sizes of full plate footrest.
Voted by the readers of Canoe & Kayak magazine in France as
‘Boat of the year 2010’

Length: 254 cm / 8’4’’ - width: 66 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 278 L / 73 gal - weight: 16 kg / 35 lbs
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com

WAVE SPORT – HABITAT 74
You want a boat that gets you through whatever the moment
throws at you. This is it. The bombproof step pillar, 5 metal
z-drag anchors and uber-stable, soft-landing hull are mandatory
when you’re plunging drops that have never before been run.
The Habitat holds any line you put it on - and with the lift
of a knee, you’ll be carving into eddies with absolute control.
You like that, don’tcha? We thought you might. So if you’re
just getting into creeking or an old pro, we’ve got the Habitat
for you.

Length: 244 cm / 8’ - width: 64 cm / 25’’ - volume: 280 L / 74 gal - weight: 19 kg / 41 lbs - paddler weight range: 45 - 91 kg / 100
- 200 lbs
Infos: www.wavesport.com

PYRANHA - BURN
The weapon of choice for many of the World’s greatest paddlers,
the Burn, just got better! Subtle performance enhancing
modifications make the 2010 Burn exactly what you need for
having pinpoint accuracy and boofing down rivers like a Pro.
Whether you’re eddy hopping down remote gorges in distant
locations or just want to Burn down your local run, there’s
more than one reason why this design is established as THE
benchmark creek kayak. Avaliable in three sizes small, medium
and large

Length: S 238 cm / 7’ 9’’ - M 245 cm / 8’ - L 253 cm / 8’ 3’’ - width: S 64 cm / 25’’ M 65 cm / 25½’’ - L 69 cm / 27’’ - volume: S 238
L / 63 gal - M 279 L / 72.4 gal - L 304 L / 80.3 gal - weight: S 17 kg / 37.4 lbs - M 19 kg / 41.8 lbs - L 21 kg / 46 lbs
Infos: www.riotkayaks.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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LIQUID LOGIC – JEFE, CHICO & GRANDE
Jefe (Spanish for ‘’Boss’’) from designer Johnnie Kern. When
asked what the Jefe was designed for, Johnnie smiled and said,
‘’ To run the @$#%’’! The most tested creek boat in our line-up,
the Jefe can handle anything you throw at it, from huge volume
rivers to shallow rocky creeks. ‘’I wanted to get as much speed
out of the hull as possible’’ says Johnnie, ‘’so when you’re in an
eddy looking over your shoulder at a must make move, you know
the boat is going to dig in and jump up to speed.’’ Add that speed
to Jefe’s stable platform, its super-soft bow and innovative stern
edges, (which provide predictability and control), and you have
the ultimate creeker. Bulkhead Footrest. Bad Ass Outfit.

Length:236 cm / 7’9’’ - width: 69 cm / 2’3’’ - volume: 261 L / 69 gal, - weight: 19 kg / 42 lbs, Jefe 20 kg / 44 lbs, - paddler weight range: 34 - 75 kg
/ 75 - 165 lbs
Jefe: Length: 249 cm / 8’2’’ - width: 69 cm / 2’3’’ - volume: 99 L / 79 gal, - weight: 20 kg / 4 lbs -paddler weight range:57 - 93 kg / 126 – 205 lbs,
Grande: Length: 259 cm / 8’6’’ - width: 69 cm / 2’3’’ - volume: 340 L / 90 gal - weight: 23 kg / 51 lbs - paddler weight range:7 - 132 kg /
170 – 291 lbs
Infos: www.liquidlogickayaks.com

DAGGER – NOMAD 8.5
If records were made to be broken, then the Nomad was made
to break them. The world’s ultimate creeker has been the kayak
of choice for dominating outrageous rivers and descents. With
great speed, rock-solid stability, easy rolling, and the ability to
turn on a dime, it handles big water or downriver bombing with
ease. Built-in safety from 6 attachment points, step-out wall,
and rapid resurfacing keeps your focus on the challenges ahead.

Length: 257 cm / 8’5’’ - width: 67 cm / 26.5 ‘’ - volume: 295 L / 78 gal - weight: 21 kg / 46 lbs - paddler weight range: 68 - 109 kg / 150 - 240 lbs
Infos: www.dagger.com

ZET – RAPTOR
Raptor is a serious addition to the creeking world. This cutting
edge new creekboat combines balanced volume, stable hull,
great plastic and bombproof outfitting with lots of speed to
charge. Raptor was developed by competitors Honza Lasko
and Viktor Legat and made by the Zelezny technology, which
makes it one of the stiffest and most durable kayaks out there
with unbelievable 4 years warranty. This kayak will enhance
the abilities of the pros as well as help the beginners to tackle
their first harder whitewater.

Length: 255 cm / 8’4’’ - width: 68 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 310 L / 82 gal - weight: 18 kg / 40 lbs - paddler weight range: 75 - 110 kg /
165 – 242.5 lbs
Infos: www.zet-kayaks.com

EXO – DEMON
High-performance and compact dimensions, conceived for steep
torrents and large cascades. Stable and fast thanks to the low
baricentre and the gliding bottom. Careful study of water lines
and weight distribution guarantee safety and easy execution
of the eskimo roll. Features: four handles, two “points” for
anchoring spring clips, an ergonomic seat, adjustable punctureproof footrests, unbreakable polyethylene ribs, and a bailing
cap.

Length: 241 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 19 kg - volume: 280 L - paddler weight range: 50-85 kg
Infos: www.exokayak.com
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RIOT – MAGNUM 80
Creeking is one of those things where science and unknown
can’t be separated completely. At least it seems like that.
Here is the science: the Magnum. It sums up all the knowledge
the Riot paddlers have acquired about creeking since the
beginning. How to make it buoyant yet maneuverable, the
correct shape to punch well through features without losing
too much momentum.

Length: 254 cm / 8’4’’ - width: 67 cm / 26.5’’ - volume: 303 L / 80 gal - weight: 20.5kg / 45 lbs
Infos: www.riotkayaks.com

ROBSON – CHARGER
This boat seats Frankenstein with a shoe size 13, a height of
6’5’’ and an over all weight of 200lbs, comfortably. The rest is
business as usual - a planing hull with a disc, an adjustable
bulkhead and new Pro Logic seat system for maximum control,
not matter how steep it gets or how full the creek actually is.

Length: 267 cm / 8’10’’ - width: 67 cm / 26’’ - volume: 340 L / 90 gal - weight: 21 kg / 46 lbs - paddler weight range: 80 – 130 kg
/ 175 – 286 lbs
Infos: www.robson.de
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RIVER RUNNING

Offering the stability of a creekboat without losing the ability to stop and play a bit along the way. These
make great beginners boats too.

JACKSON – HERO

NEW FOR 2011

The newest generation of this proven whitewater river runner
is even more stable, easier to maneuver, easier to roll and
more comfortable. Think sporty too - the new Hero is short
and stable, yet super fast for the length. It is as wide and flat
as possible, while still allowing the paddler full edge control
both on the water and on rocks. The refined drop chines allow
for snappy eddy turns and incredibly easy to control ferries and
surfing. The new rocker profile turns boofing, which was once
its kryptonite into one of the easiest boofing boats in history!

Length: 7’4’’ - width: 26’’ - volume: 74 gal - weight: 39 lbs - paddler weight range: 115 – 190 lbs
Infos: wwww.jacksonkayak.com/hero-series

FLUID – DETOX

NEW FOR 2011

For kayakers who want a creekboat with a playboat hull, to
run rivers and play on the way down. The hull incorporates
a variation of the Nemesis rail system with super forgiving
sidewalls and generous kick rocker to create an exciting but
very stable ride. It boofs, surfs green waves, catches must-make
eddies with ease, runs creeks like a creekboat, runs big volume
runs like a playboat. There is ample volume, combined with
the peaked decks, ensuring controllable surfacing when running
drops. The deck profile and hull width make it super easy to roll.
Spacious enough to take overnight gear, and the full bulkhead
will protect your ankles in a piton.
Additional notes: The Detox fills the gap between the Spice and
the Solo series in the Fluid line-up.

Length: L=245 cm / 8’ - M=230 cm / 7’6” - S=215 cm / 7’1” - width: L=66 cm / 26” - M=64 cm / 25.25” - S=62 cm / 24.5” - volume: L=270 L /
71 gal - M=250 L / 66 gal - S=235 L / 52 gal - weight: L=20 kg / 44 lbs - M=19 kg / 42 lbs - S=18 kg / 39 lbs - paddler weight range: L=70 - 115
kg / 180 - 250lbs - M=60 - 95 kg / 130 - 210 lbs S=50 - 85 kg / 110 - 190 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

BIG DOG – STORM

NEW FOR 2011

New for 2011! The Storm has been developed from the Big
Dog heritage, for intermediate and club paddlers to learn and
progress their paddling with confidence. The Storm fulfils this
need, with a slightly longer waterline, it’s good on the flat
but retains the manoeuvrability and predictability of our river
running range. The Storm is easy to paddle, easy to maintain
and easy to sell. Two levels of outfitting and with the option to
spec footrests in either model, it’s a sure fire winner!

Length: 265 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 17.5 kg
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com
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DAG – SPY 265

NEW FOR 2011

This versatile river runner is designed to reward dynamic
paddling, you want a boat that can handle all of it. The SPY is
an all-around performance kayak lets paddlers of any experience
level tackle technical water. Easy to roll, crisp edging, excellent
hull speed, and great stability gives you the control to challenge
environments from sleepy creeks to large volume rapids.

Length: 265 cm / 8’7’’ - width: 64 cm / 25.1’’ - volume: 293 L / 77 gal
Infos: www.dag-kayak.com

WAVE SPORT – DIESEL 70
They’ve called it the 4x4 of kayaks. The SUV of river-runners.
Runs rapids like a fast creekboat and also has a hull that will
spin on green waves. Now it’s all that and more. Peaked deck for
resurfacing - check. A honed combination of planing hull and
continuous rocker for the ultimate in agility - check. Outfitting
that will let Sasquatch fit in a kayak – big, hairy, check. This
isn’t just an evolution of the original. Welcome to the next gen
of river-running.

Length: 8’ / 244 cm - width: 25.5’’ / 65 cm - volume: 70 gal / 265 L - weight: 40 lbs / 18 kg - paddler weight range: 120 - 190 lbs
/ 54 - 89 kg
Infos: www.wavesport.com

EXO – XT 300

NEW FOR 2011

The XT300 is the result of Exokayaks experience and passion
suitable for kayakers with heavy-set build. The low baricentre
and gliding hull make the XT300 very stable and fast. Designed
for extreme use even in fast flowing water. Feature: four
handles, two points for anchoring spring clips, ergonomic seat,
adjustable puncture-proof footrest and bailing cap.

Length: 258 cm - width: 65 cm - weight: 19 kg - volume: 300 L - paddler weight range: 65-100 kg
Infos: www.exokayak.com

DAGGER – MAMBA CREEKER 8.0
There’s a lot of whitewater out there and you want a boat that
can handle all of it. This all-around performance boat lets
paddlers of any experience level tackle technical water. Easy to
roll, crisp edging, excellent hull speed, and great stability gives
you the control to challenge environments from steep creeks to
large volume rapids. Renowned by beginners and experienced
paddlers alike.

Length: 8’ / 244 cm - width: 26’’ / 66 cm - volume: 62 gal / 235 L - weight: 47 lbs / 21 kg - paddler weight range: 150 - 215 lbs /
68 - 98 kg
Infos: www.dagger.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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BIG DOG – FORCE
Semi-Displacement or Semi-Planing, call it what you will but
the Force will speak for itself on the river and has already
gained a reputation for it’s speed and agility. The Force is a
“Full-On” river runner with a semi-displacement hull, excellent
volume distribution, raised rails, rotomolded deck pillar and
plenty of rocker. The Force can charge, boof, flare, carve, slide
and re-surface with the best of them. In fact, the only limiting
factor to the Force’s performance is the paddler sitting inside!
Fast, safe and responsive, the Force is everything you’ll need
from a ‘proper’ River Runner. Available in 2 sizes, 7.7 & 8.0

Length: 231 / 244 cm - width: 64 / 65 cm - volume: 232 / 253 l - weight: 16.5 / 18.5 kg
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com

ROBSON – SPORTSTER XL
New school, new boat, next boating generation. A planning hull
with disc for improved spinning, carving and holding the line,
plus 320 liters of volume for ‘’da big water’’. With Robson Pro
Logic Seat System.

Length: 247 cm / 8’10’’ - width: 67 cm / 26’’ - volume: 320 L / 85 gal - weight: 20.6 kg / 45.5 lbs - max. cap.: 90 kg / 198 lbs
Infos: www.robson.de

LIQUID LOGIC – REMIX 59
With the help of dozens of instructors, we designed the
new Remix series to carve, glide and to provide beginners,
intermediates and experts with that age old rush that comes
with speed. Perfect for novices and instructors excited about
rolling and proper eddy turns, big water junkies wanting to
safely push their limits or experienced racers looking to cashin, the Remix is a new concept altogether that combines
the clear advantages of a relatively narrow and longer hull
platform with modern chine placement to create an unrivaled
comfortable, stable and responsive package.
Additional notes: Also available in 47, 59, 69, 79, XP9 and XP10

Length: 257 cm - width: 64 cm - weight: 18 kg - volume: 59 gal / 223 L - paddler weight range: 50 – 91 kg
Infos: www.liquidlogickayaks.com

ROBSON – FINKENMEISTER
Not the only C1 on the market but definitely the best. The
design of canoe legend Thomas Fink (yes, the man who went
over the Rheinfall in Switzerland in a C1) stands for: exact C1
compatible volume distribution and through this, improved
reaction and maneuverability. No matter how steep, narrow and
high volume the river might be, the kayakers will be following
you.
Additional notes: Comes equipped with: foam saddle, knee cups
and hip holders

Length: 277 cm / 9’2’’ - width: 73 cm / 28’’ - volume: 280 L / 74 gal - weight: 17 kg / 37.5 lbs - max. cap.: 110 kg / 242 lbs
Infos: www.robson.de
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GEPLO – ROBOT
Very stable all-round kayak with much room for big paddlers.
Easy to control in every situation. Adjustable heavy duty seat
and footrest. Best boat for rental.

Length: 343cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 19 kg - paddler weight range: 60 - 120kg
Infos: www.geplo.at

RIOT – THUNDER 65
A current is energy: any source of energy is worthless until it’s
channeled, cleverly conducted towards an effect. That’s exactly
what the Thunder does. Point it upstream and its bevelled
edges and flat, shallow hull will make any ferry effortless.
Point it downstream and all that speed makes it punch through
everything like a ram.

Length: 7’8’’ (234 cm) - width: 25.5’’ (65 cm) - volume: 65 US Gal (246 L) - weight: 44 lbs (20 kg)
Infos: www.riotkayaks.com
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RIVER PLAY

Offering a bit more volume and stability than a freestyle boat, while still allowing the paddler to throw
big tricks.

PYRANHA – LOKI

NEW FOR 2011

With DNA flowing from Molan and Varun, the volume has been
taken out of the deck, and the ends Lengthened creating a long
and slicy playboat boat that will surf, pirouette, wave wheel
and allow you to run the river in style. Designed to revive the
classic moves that we learned the first time we played the river.
Will be avalible in 3 sizes.
Additional notes: Specs given are for the pre-production
medium size

Length: 226 cm / 7’4’’ - width: 64 cm / 2’1’’ - volume: 227 L / 60 gal - weight: 15 kg / 33 lbs - paddler weight range: 55 - 90 kg /
121 - 198 lbs
Infos: www.pyranha.com

PYRANHA – VARUN

NEW FOR 2011

The River Runners Playboat Named after the God of Rain the
Varun is one boat to do it all. If you want to go back to the
fun loving, rain loving, roots of the river, run your home rapid,
stop to surf, throw some ends then float down, huck a drop, go
back to the top and do it all again the Varun is the boat for
you! With maximum playability and slicey ends the Varun allows
you to initiate all the classic vertical moves plus enough speed
to run the river in style. Available in Small, Medium and Large

Length: M - 205 cm / 6’7’’ - width: M - 64 cm / 2’1’’ - volume: M - 221 L / 58 gal - weight: M - 14.5 kg / 31.9 lbs - paddler weight
range: M – 55 – 95 kg / 121 – 198 lbs
Infos: www.pyranha.com

DAGGER – AXIOM 8.0
Business in the front, party in the back, the Axiom has shown
up on industry top ten lists since it hit the scene. Designed to
reward dynamic whitewater paddling, the Axiom features lower
volume in the rear of the kayak for outstanding surfing ability
combined with increased bow volume for comfort and control,
while still offering that needed down-river speed. Great for
small to mid-sized paddlers.

Length: 244 cm / 8’ - width: 62 cm / 2’ - volume: 193 L / 51 gal - weight: 16 kg / 34.5 lbs - paddler weight range: 41 - 68 kg / 90
- 150 lbs
Infos: wwww.dagger.com
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JACKSON – FUN
The third generation of this best-selling kayak earns its name
for novices working on fundamentals and bomb-proofing rolls
to experts wanting to run hard stuff but still play their way
down the river. Improvements include better foot comfort,
bow and stern stay out of the water better, smoother/easier
paddling, faster and looser for surfing. Available in kids sizes
Fun 1 and Fun 1.5 and Super Fun for the biggest fun-lovers.
Additional notes: Dimensions listed are for the Fun. Other Fun
sizes include the smaller 2Fun and larger 4Fun.

Length: 195.5 cm / 6’5’’ - width: 62 cm / 2’ - volume: 210 L / 55.5 gal - weight: 14 kg / 31 lbs - paddler weight range: 61 – 82 kg
/ 135 – 180 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com/2010-fun-series

ROBSON - BLOWFISH
A freestyle weapon defining the next generation - hard edges
along the length of the boat, a higher seat position and a
higher volume distribution around the cockpit. This radical
wave and hole shredding device is double fun. Easy enough to
handle for rodeo novices and heavy use playboaters, both have
big time fun. Designed by Sebastian Striebel.
Additional notes: Pro Logic Seat System and Overthruster

Length: 191cm / 6’3’’ - width: 67.5cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 190 L / 50 gal - weight: 15 kg / 32 lbs - max. cap.: 90 kg / 198 lbs
Infos: www.robson.de

FLUID – SPICE
Want a fun but not temperamental boat? Add some Spice to your
life. With the proven Flirt hull, it is very loose on waves. The length
of the boat combined with gradual kick rocker makes it fast, both
on waves and downriver. The smooth rails allow carving on a wave,
unexpected from a riverrunner, but gives you precise control when
manoeuvring in rapids. The Spice is also great fun on ocean waves.
Most volume is distributed around the cockpit, where it is also
slightly peaked to keep the boat on top of the water. Paddlers on
the upper end of the weight range will find the Spice a nice playful
riverrunner, while paddlers on the lower end of the weight range
can expect a forgiving boat that will allow them to run complex
rapids with ease. Perfect boat for beginners.

Length: S= 208 cm / 6’10’’ - M= 219 cm / 7’2’’ - L= 228 cm / 7’5’’ - width: S= 60 cm / 23.5” - M= 63 cm / 24.75” - L= 69 cm / 27” volume: S= 175 litres / 46 gal - M= 200 litres / 53 gal - L= 230 litres / 60 gal - weight: S= 13 kg / 28 lbs - M= 16.5 kg / 36 lbs - L=
17.5 kg / 38 lbs - paddler weight range: - S= 30 - 60 kg / 65 - 130 lbs - M= 60 - 100 kg / 130 - 220 lbs - L= 70 - 110 kg / 155 - 240 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

EXO – PIN UP
Thanks to the flat bottom, the balanced volumes and its rails,
the more radical moves become possible. The PIN-UP is ideal
for river running and for childrens use due to its stability. The
Pin-up can also accomodate paddlers with heavy-set builds.

Length: 187 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 15 kg - paddler weight range: 50-90 kg
Infos: www.exokayak.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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FREESTYLE

Representing the most advanced designs for doing tricks on waves or in holes.

WAVE SPORT – PROJECT X 56

NEW FOR 2011

International competition fiend and longstanding leader in
playboat design, Wave Sport introduces the all-new Project X.
The highly refined design, new volume distribution and blazingwhite outfitting system make it the ultimate in performance
and visual excitement. The explosive Project X represents a halfdecade of freestyle research from the world’s top kayak team.
It is the new benchmark in paddler control both on waves and
holes, with no sacrifices. It’s finely tuned to maintain speed,
deliver pop, offer easier release, and provide smooth control
over any wave. More volume around the knees gives control,
maximum comfort, and a slicier performance at the ends.

Length: 5’11’’ / 180 cm - width: 25.75’’ / 65 cm - volume: 56 gal / 212 L - weight: 32 lbs / 14.5 kg - paddler weight range: 140-210 lbs / 64-96 kg
Infos: www.wavesport.com

BIG DOG – KAOS GEN2

NEW FOR 2011

The world of freestyle is far from dead, boats keep on flying
higher and switching ends faster than ever before. The Kaos
for 2011 is now shorter, more fun and with more pop than
ever. We jigged the proportions, rails and volume to offer more
of everything and produce a real contender. Together with our
updated outfitting, the bar has just shifted higher than ever
before… Available in 3 sizes

Length: 174 / 180 / 184 cm - width: 62 / 65 / 66 cm - weight: 13 / 14/ /14.5 kgs
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com

FLUID – DOPE

NEW FOR 2011

It has come to our attention that there are still paddlers out
there who want to get high. So we created the Dope. No, you
can’t smoke it. But you can get high with it. The Dope is the
latest progression in the science of freestyle kayak evolution.
The fusion of radical design with composite materials
technology takes freestyle to the next level. This park and play
device takes the best features of proven Nemesis design and
combine them in a shorter, compact, more explosive package.
Take carbon fibre, high quality glass fabrics, soric core materials
and some other fancy stuff, infuse them with epoxy resin in a
state-of-the-art mould, cure it all together in an oven, add
some fittings. Done? Dope.

Length: 180 cm / 5’11’’ - width: 65 m / 25.5’’ - volume: 195 L / 52 gal - paddler weight range: 60 - 90 kg / 130 - 200 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com
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TITAN KAYAKS – GENESIS

NEW FOR 2011

A boat designed for beginners to excel in and professionals
to change the sport in. Fast and responsive, loose but with
edges that bite on a carve, quicker edge to edge transitions
for a smoother release, along with a sharp off water trajectory.
Whether you’re searching for that epic new move or simply want
to enjoy a weekend river run with friends this boat does it all...
in style. Currently Available in two sizes: Genesis V:II (47gal)
Genesis V:III (60gal)

Length: 5’101/2’’ / 179 cm - width: 253/4’’ / 65 cm - volume: 471/2 Gal / 180 L - weight: 14.5 kg - paddler weight range: 120-180 lbs / 55-80 kg
Infos: www.titankayaks.com

PYRANHA – MOLAN
Developed closely with Team Pyranha paddlers, the Molan is
seriously refined. It’s THE dynamic park ‘n’ play machine for
those looking to go big, high and fast! The Molan is a userfriendly, spin happy playboat capable of really fast rotation perfect for paddlers looking to throw combo moves together.
Whether you’re after the highest competition score or just want
to nail new tricks, you’ll soon be ripping up the scene like
you’ve never done before! Available in 3 sizes Small, Medium
and Large

Length: S=176 cm / 5’7’’ - M=182 cm / 6’1’’ - L=194 cm / 6’3’’ - Width: S=61 cm / 24,5’’ - M=64 cm / 25,5’’ - L=67,5 cm / 26,5’’ - Volume: S=175
L / 46.2 gal - M=214 L / 52.8 gal - L=245 L / 65 gal - Weight: S=13,8 kg / 30.4 lbs - M=14 kg / 30.8 lbs - L=15,1 kg / 33 lbs - Paddler weight
range: S=40-80 kg - M=55-90 kg - L=85-130 kg
Infos: www.pyranha.com

JACKSON – ALL-STAR
The go-to boat for the world’s best paddlers helps hometown
paddlers feel like champions too. Equally at home on waves
or holes this powerful, compact, lightweight boat delivers
lightning fast moves and huge air whether learning a trick
for the first time, or performing the hardest tricks with the
biggest amplitude in national and world championships around
the globe. This boat is available in kids sized Shooting Star,
Plus Star, Super Star and the linebacker sized Mon-Star. Teaser:
look for the new Rock Star, the champions’ choice, debuting
Spring 2011.

Length: 5’10’’ - width: 25 3/4 gal - volume: 55 ½ gal - weight: 30 lbs - paddler weight range: 130 – 200 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com

ROBSON – TWIN-TIP
Radical goes like this: fat aerial moves and hard core loops.
Here’s your weapon. Hull extra wide and super loose for spins,
swallow tail stern and hard edges along the sides of the hull for
carving on a wave or in a hole. Get in it now!

Length: 196 cm /6’6’’ - width: 66 cm / 26’’ - volume: 190 L / 50 gal - weight: 14kg / 32l bs - paddler weight range: 50-95 kg / 110-209 lbs
Infos: www.pyranha.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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FLUID – NEMESIS COMPOSITE
We now bring you the Nemesis in composite materials for the
ultimate in playboating performance. The composite version is
lighter and more rigid, enabling bigger moves, higher speed and
crisper performance than any plastic boat can. We only use the
best materials for the job. The hull is a sandwich construction
of carbon/kevlar, various types of glass and a Soric core, all
vacuum infused with a top quality vinylester resin to create the
ultimate blend of strength and durability versus weight. The
deck has a similar construction, but with a gel coat finish and
without carbon/kevlar.
Additional notes: The composite Nemesis has a lightweight
composite seat, while it shares some of the standard fittings of
the plastic kayaks such as thigh braces with ratchets, backrest,
hip pads and foam pillars.

Length: 187 cm / 6’1’’ - width: 65 cm / 25.5’’ - volume: 200 L / 53 gal - weight: 12 kg / 26 lbs - paddler weight range: 65-95 kg /
140-210 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

RIOT – ASTRO 58
Feel as light as a feather. With release edges all around the
hull, the perfect amount of rocker back and forth and just the
buoyancy you need to push it down enough, without staying
down too long upon landing. The result? A bouncing machine
that will let you show it off without kicking you off the curb
in the next curve. Sounds like a performance but very forgiving
playboat!

Length: 193 cm / 6’4’’ - width: 66 cm / 26’’ - volume: 220 litres / 58 US Gal - weight: 16 kg /35 lbs
Infos: wwww.riotkayaks.com

Ronin

Life Jacket

A low-profile vest that offers full
spinal protection, thermal-molded
padded shoulders, reflective accents
and a large duplex pocket. Made with
GAIA® PVC-free foam.

Rogue

Dr y Top

A blend of three different GORE-TEX® laminates
equals excellent breathability, superior durability
and a very dry ride.

TROPOS Light
Breeze

Photo: ©Darin McQuoid
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(men’s & women’s)

Lightweight waterproof/breathable
protection for recreational paddling.

Butterfly

ThunderOrange

Maple Leaf

NEW
StarsNstripeS
Whitewater Paddle
Length: 190 - 200 cm, Blade: Carbon, Colour: Carbon
Weight: 1050 g, Shaft: Carbon
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ThunderNight

Whitewater Paddle
Length 190 – 200 cm, Blade: Fiberglass, Colour: Raspberry
Weight 1150 g, Shaft: Carbon

Whitewater paddle
Length: 190 - 200 cm, Blade: Carbon, Colour: Carbon
Weigth: 950 g, Shaft: Carbon - 31,2 mm

Whitewater paddle
Length: 190 - 200 cm, Blade: Fiberglass, Colour: Burned orange
Weight: 966 g, Shaft: Sky - 31,2 mm

Gr
ad

Chlorophyll

Whitewater paddles
Length: 190 - 200 cm Blade: Flowtech
Weight: 1000 g, Shaft: Carbon 31,2 mm

Eric Jackson

Eric Jackson

Robsonstr.1 • D-94209 Regen/Triefenried-Bhf Germany
Tel: +49(0) 99 21 - 88 21 90
info@paddles.com
Fax: +49(0) 99 21 - 88 21 919
www.lightningpaddles.com

MegaSports Vertriebs GmbH
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OTHER

Surf, inﬂatable, and tandem kayaks offer the full range of fun on the river.

BIG DOG – KAOS OC1

NEW FOR 2011

Developed for competitive freestyle, the Kaos OC1 immediately
impresses. On it’s first time out on the water (in the UK
selection events!), the OC1 qualified for the British team, and
straight away became the most sought after OC1. Produced only
as a composite model, the Kaos OC1 brings deck-less paddling
ever closer to the realms of closed deck, kayak conversions. The
Kaos OC1 is only the beginning - for OC1 paddlers into creeking,
check out the forthcoming Force OC1!

Length: 193 cm - width: 71 cm - weight: 12 kg
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com

JACKSON – ROGUE

NEW FOR 2011

The quiver of one for the paddler that wants to do it all meandering rivers, light touring, Class II-III whitewater –
this hybrid whitewater/touring design goes downriver with
confidence and crosses lakes with precision glide. A generous
waterline and retractable skeg lets you check out the scenery
without worrying about getting off track. Adjustable hip pads
and foot braces plus a Surelock backband add up to long-term
comfort while ample storage keeps gear dry for overnight trips.
Available in two sizes, Rogue 9 and Rogue 10.

Length: 9’4’’ - width: 27.75’’ - weight: 44 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com

BIG DOG – KARMA

NEW FOR 2011

There’s a strong vein of squirt paddlers involved with Big Dog,
so it was a logical step for us to want to build our own squirt
boat – enter the Karma! Completely fresh for 2011, the Karma
is a thoroughly modern squirt boat, but it’s oozing soul from
its seam lines. Smooth lines are the order of the day, which
translate to smooth moves on the river. And with a strong
background in composite boat building, you can be sure the
Karma will be built to the best specs possible.

Length: 245 cm / 8’ - width: 56 cm / 1’10’’ - volume: custom - weight: custom from 10kgs / 22 lbs - paddler weight range: custom
Infos: www.bigdogkayaks.com
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VALLEY SURF KAYAKS – NEMESIS

NEW FOR 2011

For 2011 Valley are launching their new international class surf
kayak, the Nemesis. All our knowledge has been piled into the
Nemesis to create the most up to date and hardcore IC surf
kayak on the market. With a unique double concave in the tail
(carefully measured to meet IC class rules), and a long distinct
V with razor sharp edges, the Nemesis will make you the force to
be reckoned with. The newest IC boat on the market, Nemesis is
an absolute charger down the line, with a razor sharp tail and
unique concaves in the hull, it takes no prisoners!

Length: 302.5cm / 9’11’’ - width: 58.5 cm / 1’11’’ - weight: from 9 kg / 20lbs
Infos: www.valleysurfkayaks.net

JACKSON – DYNAMIC DUO
This is a high performance tandem with all of the comfort,
dryness, durability, ease of rolling, and outfitting of Jackson
Kayak’s top of the line Hero series. Suitable for teaching,
guided river trips or bringing a friend, child or significant other
along, the Dynamic Duo really opens up paddling to those who
aren’t quite ready to go solo! Designed to deliver optimum
performance over a wide range of weights and distributions.

Length: 12’ - width: 26.5’’ - volume: 143 L - weight: 65 lbs - paddler weight range: 265 – 500 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com

WATERTECH – 666
By far the most comfortable of all IC’s, this kayak is fast &
fun. It can be a true revelation to those who never surfed a
long boat before. It is a World Winner with our W-Team paddler
Ainhoa Tolosa. Pleasure or sin? You have to try it to know the
answer. Key Features: Lots of rocker for release. Sharp Rail
hull for speed and turning. Much room for legs & feet. Large
cockpit for easy exit (keyhole). Comfortable adjustable seat and
backband. Future Fins Box (3 fins included).

Length: 303 cm / 9’11’’ - width: 59 cm / 1’11’’ - weight: 8 kg / 18 lbs - paddler weight range: 50 - 110 kg / 110 – 242.5 lbs
Infos: www.watertechkayaks.com

WATERTECH – ONA
ONA in Basque language means Great, Nice, Good thing.
Designed by Edu Etxeberria, paddled by Chris Harvey and
the Junior World Champion Adam Harvey, this is our top end
machine. Speed, radical turns, flying. This one is ready to do
whatever you think of. ONA = Our New Airmachine :-) Key
Features: Hard Rails for speed and hyper fast turns. Outstanding
Design. Room for the feet and legs. Large cockpit for easy
exit (keyhole). Comfort and adjustable seat and backband.
Adjustable foam footrests. Adjustable Center Fin US Box.

Length: 234 cm / 7’8’’ - width: 62 cm / 2’ - weight: 6 kg / 13 lbs - paddler weight range: 40 - 90 kg / 88 – 198 lbs
Infos: www.watertechkayaks.com

PYRANHA - FUSION
The Fusion allows paddlers to enjoy two great areas of paddle
sport, whitewater and touring. Super stable, fast and easy
to paddle, the Fusion gives you the freedom to choose from
some fun whitewater, checking out a sheltered bay or making
overnight trips and letting paddlers really enjoy the great
outdoors. Also avalible in small size.

Length: 312 cm / 10’ 2’’ - width: 66 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 308 L / 81.5 gal - weight: 20.8 kg / 46 lbs - paddler weight range: 55 - 130 kg / 121 – 287 lbs
Infos: www.pyranha.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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FLUID - DONSA
The Donsa is a plastic slalom kayak that delivers high
performance in an affordable, almost indestructible package.
The Donsa complies with full ICF regulations and can be used in
ICF sanctioned slalom competitions. The Donsa’s heavier weight
means that you won’t take it to the Olympics, but the tough
construction makes it perfect for beginner to intermediate
slalom kayakers and slalom clubs. The Donsa is not just a kayak
for slalom paddlers though. Kayakers who like a fast kayak for
downriver play, or who just want to experiment with new lines
in rapids or experience a different way of running rapids, can
make good use of the Donsa’s agility.

Length: 353 cm / 11’6’’ - width: 60 cm / 2’ - volume: 200 L / 53 gal - weight: 15.5 kg / 34 lbs - paddler weight range: 50 - 90 kg / 110 - 200 lbs
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

FLUID – ELEMENT COMPOSITE
We bring you the Element in composite materials for the ultimate
in surfboating performance. The composite version is lighter and
more rigid, enabling bigger moves, higher speed and crisper
performance than any plastic boat can. The hull is a sandwich
construction of carbon/kevlar, various types of glass and a Soric
core, all vacuum infused with a top quality vinylester resin
to create the ultimate blend of strength and durability versus
weight. The deck has a similar construction, but with a gel coat
finish and without carbon/kevlar. The composite Element has a
lightweight composite seat, while it shares some of the standard
fittings of the plastic kayaks such as thigh braces with ratchets,
backrest, hip pads and foam pillars
Additional notes: The composite Element uses the same quad
fin setup as the standard plastic Element, with fins from 4WFS.

Length: M=187 cm / 6’1’’ - L=230 cm / 7’6’’ - width: M=65 cm / 2’2’’ - L=65 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: M=200 L / 53 gal - L=230 L / 60.5 gal - weight:
M=12.5 kg / 27 lbs - L=12.7 kg / 28 lbs - paddler weight range: M=65 - 95 kg / 140 - 210 lbs - cockpit size: 49 x 87 cm / 1’7’’x 2’10’’
Infos: www.fluidkayaks.com

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX XP9
Finally, an all-river kayak design that is as dynamic as the rivers
it calls home. Features a hull design that can handle anything
the river can throw at you, an integral skeg for stretches of
flatwater, and a hatch that can carry a week’s worth of gear.
Available 9’ and 10’.

Length: 9’ 3” - 282 cm - Width: 26” - 66 cm - Weight: 46 lbs - 21 kg - Cockpit: 36” x 21.5” - 91 cm x 55 cm - Volume: 75 gals - 284 l - Paddler
weight range: 100 - 220 lbs - 45 - 100 kg
Infos: www.liquidlogickayaks.com

GRABNER - JUMP
Grabner, the Austrian manufacturer of high quality inflatable
canoes, recently came up with an innovative product that clears
out difficulties, where solid-hull whitewater kayaks become
problematic: storage at home and transportation on the way
is not always easy with an every increasing number of boats
in your quiver. For travelling by car a roof rack or trailer is
required, and transportation by train or plane is everything but
convenient with all your whitewater gear. Given the fact that
whitewater trips to distant locations worldwide are becoming
increasingly popular, time has come to design a boat, which
meets all the requirements of a short-length whitewater kayak,
but offering easy transportation and storage at the same time.

Overall length/width: 245 x 69 x 42 cm - 8’ 5’’ x 27’’ x 17’’ - Volume: 202 l - 12322 cu.ins. - Weight: 18 kg - 40 lbs - Minimal packing size: 80 x
50 x 25 cm - 31’’ x 20’’ x 10’’ - Air chambers: 5 - 5 - Assembly time (min): 6 - 6 - Operating pressure: 0,3 bar - 4,3 psi - White-water category:
4 - 4 - Material (natural rubber): 1100 dtex - 1100 dtex - Color: Red-black - Red-black
Infos: www.grabner-sports.at
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HIGH END

Lightweight construction and advanced technology create a high performance paddle.

SOMMER DESIGNS – KINKY

NEW

The Kinky from Sommer Designs is a paddle made for wild
water paddlers. With a positive bent shaft it offers propulsion
and performance like a slalom paddle. Using carbon/kevlar
construction in blade and shaft gives the paddle the perfect
balance between being tough for whitewater use, but still
allowing for enough flex to be gentle to joints on long, hard
days on the river. Each blade and shaft are moulded in one unit,
then joined in the middle of the shaft.

Length: 188 – 197 cm - weight: 1050 g - feather:
12 - 30° - material: Easton / Carbon

Infos: www.sommerdesigns.co.nz

Infos: www.corepaddles.com

NEW

Back at ya... Lightning Paddles are back. One of the very
best blades ever developed. A large surface area means good
purchase on the water and an easy roll. Oval bent shaft makes
it easy to maintain your grip and know exactly where your
hand is. Smooth and powerful on the catch. Used by the whole
Jackson crew. As EJ says, ‘’low maintenance and high trust’’.

AT2 – SUPERDUTY
The AT2 Superduty, originally an underground legend only
available to AT’s Pro Athlete Team, is now available to
all paddlers. The Superduty is known for its powerhouse
strength featuring additional staff reinforcement, unibody
construction, full control grip and weighing in at 40.5 oz.
Unibody Construction; Full Control Grip. material: Shaft-Carbon
& Aramid Braid; Additional Shaft Reinforcement

Length: 190 - 200 cm - weight: 1.000 g - blade
size: 42 x 21.5 cm - feather: 45° (straight shaft),
30° (bent shaft) - material: Carbon

Length: 191 - 200 cm - weight: 40.5 oz /
1.158 g - blade size: 710 cm2; Carbon Braid with
Dynell Protected Trim, Urethane Foam Core. feather: 30°, Custom Available

Infos: www.lightningpaddles.com

Infos: http://adventuretechnology.com

PANENKA – ROCKY
Premium kayak paddle for playboating and freestyle. Stiff and
superlight blade for stable and powerful stroke, both forward
and backwards. Shafts as per your choice.

NEW

SELECT – W1
Cut out for adventure, the W1 is the archetypal versatile paddle.
Extremely resistant, this paddle can go anywhere and is multipurpose. W1 standard is delivered with Kevlar Carbon blades
and Ergonomic Carbon Shaft (ovalized tube).
Additional notes: Available in straight shaft. Fixed or
adjustable.

Length: 180 - 205 cm - weight: 890 g - blade
size: 673 cm2 - feather: 0°- 60° - material:
prepreg carbon technology

Length: 180 - 204 cm - weight: 950 g - blade
size: Medium: 46 x 20 / 648 cm2 and Large: 47 x
20,5 / 703 cm2 - feather: custom / adjustable material: Kevlar carbon

Infos: www.panenka-paddles.cz

Infos: www.select-kayaks.com
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NEW

CORE Paddles introduces the most technically advanced kayak
paddle ever brought to market. Designed using the world’s first
Easton alloy one piece bent shaft, and ergonomic molded grips,
this paddle is ultra comfortable and super light. Couple that
with the unique tri-hedral blade design for un-compromised
power and this is the new benchmark for whitewater paddles.
Available 2011.

Length: 192 – 202 cm - weight: ca. 1000 g blade size: 48 cm x 20.5 cm - feather: 30° / 45°
/ 60° - material: Carbon/Kevlar

LIGHTNING – THUNDER & LIGHTNING
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CORE – WHITEWATER BENT

NEW

New for 2011
touring

The Ophion Cyclone paddle is made to be dynamic and powerful, while maintaining stability and precision.
The Ophion Cyclone paddle is designed for creek and river running and is suitable for a variety of kayakers.
The carbon blades are assembled on a carbon/kevlar shaft. The paddle is designed to be durable and stiff,
which allowes you to feel great feedback from each stroke. Ergo one piece shaft or straight shaft.

Length: 190 – 205 cm, custom - weight: 950 g straight, 1.000 g ergo - blade size:
44 x 20 cm - feather: 30°, 45°, custom - material: Carbon/kevlar

white water

Infos: www.ophionpaddles.com

KOBER – SCORPION EFC
This high end whitewater paddle with Entire Foam Core has been difficult to beat to date. The EFCtechnology gives a lot of advantages to the seasoned whitewater paddler: More volume in the blade gives
enhanced buoyancy even in air filled water. Bracing and rolling are made much easier. It has an even,
hydrodynamically perfect cross-section (without any impairing ribs and edges) for a balanced performance
so no fluttering or splashing will occur. Stiff, light-weight blades through carbon laminate.

Length: 191 - 203 cm, in steps of 3 cm - weight: straight: 850 g, ergo: 990 g - blade
size: 47,5 x 20,2 cm - feather: 45° R/L - material: carbon

Infos: www.robsonpaddle.de

AINSWORTH – RTM 105 CARBON PLAYSTICK
A more extreme version of our 104 Sidekick blade, this paddle is ideal for extreme
playboaters, with smaller, carbon RTM drop sided blades to maximise each power stroke.

Length: 185 - 205 cm - weight: 880 g - feather: 30° / 45° - material: RTM (Resin
Transfer Moulded)
Infos: www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

light-weight

Length: 190 - 200 cm - weight: 1000 - 1100 g - blade size: 42 x 22 cm - feather:
45° standard - material: Flowtech

Energy: powerful, durable,

This ain’t your Grandma’s paddle - baby! Design: BIG down turned blades for more positive power and
less chance of catching on your boat in crucial moments. Technology: HIGH performance Flowtech
material - lighter, more durable, allowing quick moves and no worries. Rock it. Additional notes:
Robson makes it the way you want it. Shaft available in: straight fiberglass or carbon and bent carbon
feather: you name it.

Balance:

ROBSON – HELLS BELLS

efﬁcient, effortless, light-weight

Infos: www.kober-paddel.de

ATT-Nylon® with carbon: rugged, durable, well-priced.
Heavy duty polyamide combined with the low weight and the precision of composite paddles. Check out your local store and www.kober-paddel.de

OPHION – CYCLONE

WERNER - DOUBLE DIAMOND
• Performance Core blades are light and buoyant in aerated water • Enhances play boating moves and
rolling • Down turned blades have a powerful catch that responds and releases on demand • Impact
Resistant Kevlar(tm) and a double layer of Dynel(tm) edging adds durability • Available in straight or
neutral bent; standard or small diameter

the champions` paddles
Surface Area: 700 cm2 - Blade Length x Width: 48 x 19.5 cm - Weight for 197 cm:
Straight Shaft: 992 g/35 oz - Neutral Bent Shaft: 1049 g/37 oz - Available Lengths:
Straight Shaft: 185 - 206 cm - Neutral Bent Shaft: 188 - 203 cm

www.kober-paddel.de

Infos: www.wernerpaddles.com
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Performance

With progressive technology and shape, performance paddles suit the advanced kayaker and
make cruising a pleasure.

TY WARP – FIRE 3.1

38

NEW

PANENKA – BLISS

The Fire 3.1 is the new entry model to our foam core paddle
collection. It is built to perform and is the ideal choice for
slalom and white water kayakers who look for a great priceperformance-ratio. Its asymmetric aquadynamic blade shape is
very balanced and offers exact feathering and flutterfree and
powerful strokes. The combination of high density foam core,
glass blade and glass-carbon shaft makes it a stiff yet forgiving
paddle. Thanks to its glass fibre content it offers more flex
than our carbon models. The Fire 3.1 I available as straight
shaft only.

Flexible kayak paddle for most demanding paddlers. Stiff and
superlight blade for stable and powerful stroke. Shaft as per
your choice.

Length: 192, 195, 198, 201, 204 cm - weight:
1.100 g - blade size: 47 x 21 cm - feather: 45° material: glassfibre/carbon

Length: 180 - 210 cm - weight: 900 g - blade
size: 20,5 x 45 cm - feather: 0°- 60° - material:
prepreg carbon technology

Infos: www.tywarp.com

Infos: www.panenka-paddles.cz

OPHION – RAPTURE

KOBER – ZOMBIE EFC

The Ophion Rapture paddle is designed to be dynamic and
powerful, while maintaining stability and precision. The new
Rapture blade has been made with the extreme freestyle
paddler in mind, bringing you the latest in composite materials
and unique design. Carbon blades are assembled on a carbon/
kevlar shaft. This paddle is designed to be durable and stiff,
which allows you to feel great feedback from each stroke.

Zombie EFC: Powerful. Unstoppable. Green. With this new
whitewater paddle all advantages of the EFC-technology (Entire
Foam Core) are now available in low-priced fibreglass construction.
It has more volume in the blade for enhanced buoyancy even
in air filled water. Bracing and rolling are made much easier. It
offers an even, hydrodynamically perfect cross-section without
any impairing ribs and edges, for a balanced performance with no
fluttering or splashing. Stiff, light-weight blades.

Length: 190 – 200 cm, custom - weight: 950 g
straight, 1.000 g ergo - blade size: M: 43cm x21
cm - feather: custom - material: Carbon/kevlar sizes: S, M, L

Length: 191 – 203 cm - weight: 1.070 g straight,
1.130 g ergo - blade size: M=47 x 19,3 cm
L= 47,5 x 20 cm - feather: 45° R/L - material:
carbon/aramid/fibreglass - size: L, M

Infos: www.ophionpaddles.com

Infos: www.kober-paddel.de

AT – PLAY CARBON

TNP – RAPA

The Play Carbon features a lightweight ergonomic carbon shaft
and a moderately sized fiberglass blade. The durability and
design makes it a perfect paddle for either playboating or river
running. Full Control Grip; Available in standard Diameter or
small Diameter.

This kayak paddle allows you to paddle down any type of
whitewater. It is available on four types of shafts (duralumin,
fiberglass, carbon, carbon-kevlar), also with YP coupling which
allows you to set any type of angle and extend the paddle up
to 10 cm, allowing each paddler can choose their most suitable
combination. The paddle can be also produced as a simple split
paddle, perfect as your spare paddle in your boat.

Length: 191, 194, 197, 200 cm Standard, Custom
Available - weight: 41.0 oz / 1,162 g - blade
size: 728 cm2; - feather: 30°, Custom Available
- material: Carbon

Length: 182 - 240 cm - weight: 860 - 1160 g blade size: 713 cm2 - material: technical plast (PA)

Infos: www.adventuretechnology.com

Infos: www.tnp.cz
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ENTRY LEVEL

Made in a variety of shapes, angles, and sizes, with
pricing accessible to all paddlers.

KOBER – ENERGY

NEW

The top model of the ATT-whitewater-series! Reinforced
polyamide(Nylon®) with carbon provides impact resistance,
durability and lightest weight. With the precision of a
composite paddle and its sophisticated hydrodynamics without
impairing ridges and edges, you will always have the power for
the perfect line, even in trickiest whitewater.

Length: 194 – 203 cm - weight: ca. 950 g - Level:
perform. - new: Yes - blade size: 45 x 19,6 cm
- feather: 45° R/L - material: polyamide/carbon
fibre
Infos: www.kober-paddel.de

TNP – JAGO

NEW

This kayak paddle is designed for whitewater kayaking. It
will be mainly produced on the 28 mm diameter shaft but is
available on 30 mm shaft as well. With its smaller blade area,
it fits perfectly into hands of junior paddlers or women but it
has already captured the attention of many paddlers, with its
great design and features. Available in yellow or black color.

Length: 182 - 240 cm - weight: 750 - 970 g blade size: 608 cm2 - Additional notes: Available
from January 2011!
Infos: www.tnp.cz

PROFIPLAST – XENA
THE XENA is specially designed for whitewater kayaking and
rodeo and provides you a smooth and strong forward and
backward stroke. Its thermoplastic blade with progressive shape
filled with carbon fibres has an excellent abrasion resistance.
The blade surface is 719cm2, with a duraluminium or composite
shaft, in one-piece version.

Length: 180 – 220 cm - weight: from 976 g blade size: 719 cm2 - feather: custom - material:
thermoplastic with carbon
Infos: www.profiplast.cz
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PFD’S CREEK

Offering extra ﬂotation and optional safety gear for use on high-level whitewater.
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NEW

NEW

NEW

ASTRAL – 2011 GREEN JACKET

HYDRAULICS – RIVER PRO

NOOKIE – RIVERMONSTER

The world-famous GreenJacket gets improved for 2011!
The Tectonic platform consists of two separate front
buoyancy panels allowing the Greenjacket to stay in
place while providing unrestricted range of motion when
paddling, swimming, or performing an in-water rescue.
This device is equipped with a quick release rescue
bel, large front pocket, rope sleeve (to hold an Astral
throw bag), two side cargo pockets, Flotection padding
for the ribs and back, quick release carabiner park for a
bungee style tow system, Spectra® safety loop for secure
anchoring and more.

The River Pro is a top of the line PFD designed specifically for
river paddling. The River Pro PFD is incredibly comfortable with
our integrated harness system providing a snug and secure fit,
clamping the vest to your body. Benefits: Integrated harness
system: all straps are attached to the skeleton of the PFD so
that it won’t move around when paddling. Padded shoulders
make carrying your boat during portages easier. Large
kevlar covered pocket so your belongings can be stored and
protected. 38mm towline belt with quick release cam and a
stainless steel ring. Attachment point to integrate the PFD to
your climbing harness on those tricky walk-ins.

Adjust your vest the first time you wear it and never need to
again. Or tweak the fit for a different person, season, layering
- instantly. Punch and carve down a class V canyon with the
unrestricted kinetic ability of a slalom paddler. Configure the
chest belt for auto, positive, or zero release. Organise and
access must-have tools one handed and without fiddly zips
or Velcro. Strap into a sling harness for an abseil or a rescue.
Swim passively or aggressively with intelligently distributed
high level flotation. Be confident with unsurpassed critical
(clavicle, kidney) impact protection, and the continuous
seat-belt webbing internal harness. Be seen and safe.

Sizes: S, M, L

sizes: S, M, L

sizes: S/M, L/XL

Infos: www.astralbuoyancy.com

Infos: www.hydraulics-nz.com

Infos: www.nookie.co.uk

NEW

NEW

NEW

PALM – EXTREME

PALM – LUNA (Women)

YAK – ESCAPE

The Extrem vest evolution continues, setting new
standards in safety, function, and comfort. Palm‘s
flagship front-opening PFD with masses of storage.
Additional notes: Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps
around torso • Quad-buckle front entry • Large, zipped,
padded front cargo pocket with internal divider • Chest
mounted zipped knife pockets • Internal rear padded
pocket for documents, safety gear or hydration bladder
• Tough grip panels at shoulder for boat carrying • 3D
anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment
throughout…

Designed specifically for women, featuring a
front opening, female fitting foam template.
Removable chest harness and foam lined cargo
pocket make this an industry leading design.
Additional notes: Wedge shaped front foam panel tapers
towards the top to provide unparalleled comfort for the
female form • Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around
for a secure fit • Soft Vent Mesh chest support for comfort
and fit • Quad-buckle front entry • Large, zipped, padded
front cargo pocket with internal divider…

2011 sees the launch of the Escape 70N from Yak. This
ISO approved white water PFD combines comfort with
durability and excellent features, all at a very competitive
price. The Escape features full Cordura construction to
take all the abuse you can throw at it, low slung front
and cut-away rear super-soft buoyancy panels to give the
best possible paddling freedom, large front cargo pocket,
knife pocket and fleece lined hand warmer pockets,
detachable rescue harness belt which can be worn right
or left handed, and karabiner park. Available in Red/Black
or Blue/Black.

sizes: XS/S (65 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (75 N)

sizes: WXS/S (60 N), WM/L (65 N),
WXL/XXL (70 N)

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos:www.palmequipmenteurope.com
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sizes: S/M, M/L, XL
Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

KOKATAT – RONIN PRO

ARTISTIC - ORCO PRO ARS 450 D

STOHLQUIST – DESCENT

Trimmed-down profile and unique internal harness provide
a comfortable, secure fit, full spinal and improved side
protection. Reinforced adjustable, thermal molded foam
padded shoulders with non-slip Hypalon® grip panels, an
integrated sleeve for a cowtail or small tow tether, and
superlative construction methods set a new standard in
PFD design. Made with GAIA® PVC-free foam.

Functional and robust wildwater vest. Features: 45 mm
waist belt with aluminium buckle and fixlock plastic
buckle. Inside 20 mm vertical/horizontal strap system.
20 mm waist straps for easy size adjustment. Two large
pockets and key pocket, one inner pocket. Carabinerpark. Flexible foam by diagonal flex line. Short Length for
optimal movement. Comfortable neoprene shoulders with
adjustable 20mm shoulder straps. 3 M Reflection pads.
Material: ARS 450 D. Weight: ca 1.500 g for size M/L

sizes: S/M (16/05), L/XL (17/05),
XXL (18/00)

Color: chili and fire
Sizes: XS/S M/L XL/XX

A fully supplied PFD for serious white water missions. In spite
of numerous safety features like a quick release belt and a
big front pocket for accessories and provisions it is not bulky
and offers a real wide operating range. Six different adjusting
features at chest, belly and waist offer a perfect fit. The cross
chest cinch straps and the Gripp-Loc™ panels help to avoid
any kind of unintended ride-up. The ergonomically articulated
“Wrapture™-Design” encloses the torso and free floating
suspended shoulder straps with stiffeners and a cloth textured
surface for portaging, help to improve the overall mobility.

Infos: www.kokatat.com

Infos: www.artistic-sportswear.de

LANGER – AKC SHAPE

PEAK UK - RIVER GUIDE

One of the best selling pfd´s in the industry. Designed with
a team of the AKC to provide extraordinary protection and
comfort. 3 piece Front panel for perfect fit. Multiple fit
adjustments. Front pocket and inside pocket.

ISO Approved. High performance cut. Fabric: Tough
ripstop Cordura - nylon shell with neoprene shoulders,
sides and mesh quick dry lining. Foam: 60-70N of self
moulding soft foam. Securing: Shoulder, waist and side
straps. Features: Double front Cordura - mesh zip pocket
with gear clips. Inner mesh zip pocket. Reflective stripes.
Removable harness. Includes throw line belt for right or
left handed raft guides. Colors: Blue - Grey. Red - Grey.
Uses: Whitewater. Instruction. Emergency Services. Raft
Guides.

sizes: S-XL - color: yellow, red

Sizes: S/M. L/XL. XXL

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL - Color: mango, red
Infos: www.stohlquist.com

PRIJON - MACH 1
The new Mach 1 is characterized by its great freedom of
movement as well as a snug fit. Due to various adjustment
possibilities, the vest’s fit can be perfectly adapted to
every torso shape. A closed strap-system circles the
upper body and provides highest tear resistance in case
of emergency rescues. Further features include : Broad
shoulder straps, rescue belt with panic release. Net pocket
inside, big zipper bag at the front. Carabiner port with
Neoprene pocket for rescue rope.
Upper material Cordura, AIREX buoyency foam.

Infos: www.prijon.com
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PFD’S WHITEWATER PLAY

Providing basic ﬂotation while allowing for maximum freedom of movement.
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NEW

NEW

PEAK UK – RACER PRO

DUEMSTUFF – FREESTYLE PDF

ASTRAL – WILLIS

Iso Approved. Ultra narrow cut. Ripstop nylon shell with
neoprene shoulders. 50-70N of Gaia environmentally
friendly soft foam. Shoulder, waist and side straps.
Reflective stripes front and back. Velcro access to remove
or add flotation foam to meet specific event testing.
Uses: Slalom, Downriver, Freestyle, Surf, Flatwater. Colors:
Black. Custom Printing Available.

Even though the eye-catching designs of Duemstuff
freestyle vests have been raising eyebrows for the last
few years, they still decided to redesign them. New back
shape, strapped body shell and more buoyancy bring you
the vest that is a made to improve freestyle performance
of any level paddler. Many new details and freaky designs
add special value to this vest.

The Willis is a great whitewater, freestyle or general use
jacket incorporating Astral’s Tectonic fit style. The front
of the Willis is separated into two panels.
Foam inserts: Gaia™ foam
Shell fabric: 500 denier cordura® nylon
Liner fabric: 200 denier nylon
Hardware: Acetal plastic
Webbing: Nylon
Colors: Charcoal, Orange

sizes: S, M, L

sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

Sizing: S/M, M/L, L/XL

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

Infos: www.astralbuoyancy.com

STOHLQUIST – ROCKER

LANGER – EPIC V

NRS - Ninja PFD

The ROCKER with its body wrapping and ergonomically
articulated shaped torso stands for a maximum freedom of
movement. The cross-chest cinch harness adjustment and the
self-tensioning shoulders ensure a great fit, following every
rotation of the torso. The Gripp-Loc™ interior non-slip panel
helps to avoid any kind of ride-up, and the 6 adjustments,
side pulls and a front waist buckle closure, make sure that
the ROCKER stays in place. The rugged Cordura shell stands
for durability and stiffened contour padded shoulder straps
help portaging and add shoulder protection.

Newly designed pullover vest. Internal harness system. 3-D
shape for perfect fit. Multiple layers of foam cut to provide
optimum flotation and best protection.

• PVC-Free foam flotation panels are soft and shaped to
give a comfortable fit. • Zippered side entry is secure
and easy to put on and take off. • Four side adjustments
and two shoulder adjustments for a good, custom fit.
• Zippered front pocket holds all the essentials. • The
500-denier Cordura® shell wears like iron. • Reflective
taping for low-light visibility. • Well placed lash tab to
hold your rescue knife. • Design flotation: 16.5 lbs (7.5
kg).

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
Color: mango, red

sizes: 1,2,3,4 - color: yellow, red

sizes: 1,2,3,4 - color: yellow, red

Infos: www.stohlquist.com

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Infos: www.nrsweb.com
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Paddling is my reminder.

It makes me smile when I’m punching the clock,
it keeps me excited.

Paddling washes away the routine.
-Allen
Allen Satcher, NRS Ambassador, only runs class “fun” whitewater. ©Alleh Lindquist

What does paddling mean to you?
Share your thoughts at nrsweb.com/share

nrsweb.com
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JACKETS

Keeping you dry on the water and allowing for maximum comfort in colder water and weather.

NEW

NEW

NEW

PALM – FUSE

PALM – AQUA (Women)

DUEMSTUFF – DRY JACKET

The fuse is the ultimate freeride jacket for the dynamic
paddler. A high performance GlideSkin neoprene neck
gasket maximises comfort, whilst advanced seam
construction and our new cut keep the Fuse sleek and
comfy. Advanced GlideSkin neoprene neck gasket
increases comfort for those with latex allergies and when
used in salt water

Industry leading technology, advanced fabrics and
sculpted fit make the Aqua the ultimate women’s
paddle jacket. Our new 3-layer fabric makes this durable
expedition jacket tough enough for any conditions you
can throw at it. Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists
with adjustable outer cuffs featuring laser-cut drainage
vents • Super articulated cut designed for women,
with pre-bent sleeves and no underarm seams • YKK®
AquaGuard zipped sleeve pocket • Padded Kevlar® impact
protection at elbows • Nylon 330D abrasion resistance at
forearms • Velcro® adjustable neoprene waistband with
asymmetric cut for improved fit…

The rugged Duemstuff dry line is a definite step forward
in wildwater ware. Aquamax is one of the best 4-layer
nylons and is characterised by an amazing level of
waterproofness, breathability and abrasion resistance.
Duemstuff dry jackets are over-the-top pieces of
equipment that feature ergonomic cuts and the latest latex
and seam sealing technologies. They also feature special
DLS (Duem layering system) system of compatibility with
our extreme spraydecks to minimise the waist layering
and optimise its efficiency on repelling water.

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com
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Infos: www.duemstuff.com

NEW

NEW

NEW

LEVEL SIX – DAME

PEAK UK – CREEK JACKET

SWEET PROTECTION – PROPHECY DRY TOP

This long sleeve, 3-season whitewater or recreational
paddling jacket is the pinnacle of ease of use and
adaptability. It features a double tunnel and DCS (Dual
Cinch System) waist that works with your skirt tunnel
for an increased seal. This coupled with adjustable arm
cuffs and a highly adjustable neck gasket makes for an
extremely watertight seal throughout the jacket without
the discomfort of heavy-duty latex gaskets. eXhaust 2.5
Ply waterproof breathable nylon. 0.5 mm neoprene neck
and wrist closures. DCS waistband with Velcro panels
eliminate loose, dangling straps. Gusseted die-cut Velcro
arm and neck closures. Double Tunnel…

Articulated with bent elbows. Fully taped seams. Fabric:
Breathable and durable heavy weight X4 nylon with 30m
waterproofing. Cordura shoulders and elbows. Neck: Latex
inner with opening neoprene outer cone. Wrists: Latex
inner with opening neoprene outer. Waist: Neoprene AO
outer seal with light weight X2.5 inner.

The highly technical Prophecy dry top is made with all
the details and features you need. Made from the very
best GORE-TEX® Pro Shell material for excellent durability
and performance. Excellent fit through fully computerized
3D-design. Unrestricted movement, performance and long
lasting durability.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL - Colors: Orange / Grey

sizes: S, M, L, XL

Infos: www.levelsix.com

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.sweetprotection.com
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NOOKIE – AIRSCREW

PALM – ATOM

PEAK UK – SPEEDSKIN TOPDECK

The Airscrew is the newest addition to the Nookie Dry Shell
range. It is an evolution from the Airhead which was originally
designed in response to the demand for the return of our
revolutionary FX System. It has a comfortable single seal
adjustable Ti-Glide neoprene dry neck with an adjustment
band to cinch in to create a fantastic personalised seal. The
new upgraded 3ply fabric shell is breathable & quick drying
with Enduro Mesh reinforcement.

Featuring industry leading technology, the Atom is our
most technically advanced whitewater jacket. A high
performance 3-layer Men’s expedition jacket guaranteed
to perform in the harshest environments. Natural latex
gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable outer cuffs
featuring laser-cut drainage vents • Super articulated cut
with pre-bent sleeves and no underarm seams…

Articulated and figure hugging cut with bent elbows.
Flatlocked and fully taped seams. Stretchy, breathable,
and durable SS2 nylon fabric with 25m waterproofing.
Wicking lining so can be worn next to the skin. 2mm
neoprene neck and wrists. Attached to our Standard Deck.
Colors: Red, White, Blue. Great for slalom, downriver,
polo, surf and freestyle.

Infos: www.nookie.co.uk

waistsize: XS. S. M. L. XL
Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

NEW

NEW

PALM – VERVE

LEVEL SIX – REIGN

YAK - RAPID

An entry level women’s jacket at a fantastic price. A
simple, no-nonsense package that retains the great
sculpted fit and looks of our more feature rich jackets.
Comfortable neoprene neck gasket • Natural latex gaskets
at wrists with adjustable outer cuffs • Articulated cut
designed for women, with pre-bent sleeves and no
underarm seams • Velcro® adjustable neoprene waistband
with asymmetric cut for improved fit...

The newest addition to the Level Six technical outerwear
category, the Reign is built with creeking and expedition
paddling at its core. It offers unparalleled durability and
comfort all in the most watertight top ever created by Level
Six. Constructed mainly from our renowned eXhaust 3 ply
fabric, the Reign also employs extra tough cordura panels
on the elbows…

The Rapid is Yak’s top end white water paddling jacket.
It is constructed using an exclusive 4-way stretch trilaminate material, and with seamless underarms and
ergonomic shaping at the shoulders, elbows and wrists,
the Rapid offers levels of performance beyond comparison.

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Sizes: XS - XXL

Available in camo/yellow or yellow/brown.
sizes: S, M, L, XL

Infos: www.levelsix.com

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

NRS – FLUX DRYTOP

LANGER – 8 BALL

STOHLQUIST – FREERYDE (Women)

NRS is introducing 3 new colors in the Flux Drytop for
2011. Our breathable Flux drytop is our slickest, most
comfortable design ever. The Flux’s design is precisionpatterned for comfort in any season with durable and
lightweight 3-layer 210-denier TriTon™ fabric. Latex
gaskets at the wrists and neck, and a double-tunnel
design at the waist keep water from sneaking in.

Highend-dry jacket made from „bullet proof“ Polyamide
3 layer material. Aramid reinforcements at elbows. Wide
Neoprene hip with Velcro adjustment. Latex arm and neck
with super smooth Neoprene cover. Double tunnel, front
pocket.

The FREERYDE is an efficiently designed and carefully
engineered twin to the Freeplay, with a whole new level of
comfort, mobility, breathability and waterproof durability.
A unique and comfortable high stretch neoprene dry-seal
at the neck has proven to be soft, durable, and is an
effective alternative to a latex neck gasket.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

sizes: XS-XXL - color: green

Color: powder blue/sand - Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Infos: www.nrsweb.com

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Infos: www.stohlquist.com
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STOHLQUIST – FREEPLAY
A lot of water ran down the rivers since
Stohlquist came up with the first dry
jacket ever, over 20 years ago. Today the
FREEPLAY™ integrates an ergonomic,
3-D articulated cut for a performance
fit that follows your every move. Built
of Stohlquist’s proprietary TTL-Eclipse™,
a medium weight 3-layer hydrophobic/
hydrophilic shell fabric, formulated for
its beefy yet supple hand, and superior
waterproof durability.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Infos: www.stohlquist.com

LANGER – SALZA
Touring and light WW jacket made from high
performance 3-layer material. Front pocket,
adjustable neoprene hip construction

sizes: S-XXL - color: red, blue
Infos: www.textil-langer.de

MOUNTAIN SURF – DRYBACK DRYDECK
The Dryback Drydeck is a custom hybrid
of a Kokatat Goretex long or short sleeved
Drytop with our Dur-O-Ring or Fatlip
sprayskirts. The perfect combination
of the best drytop and the best
sprayskirt Maybe we weren’t the first,
(Eskimos created this concept quite a
few years back), but we are the best. This
design is the Rolls Royce of playboating,
racing, and controlled situation boating.
It increases mobility and comfort.

Infos: wwww.mountainsurf.com

ARTISTIC – PINETTO SEMI
comfortable Playboater and White Water
jacket. Featuring: Neoprene slip in cuffs,
skin-friendliness aqua skin collar. Double
waist, arm pocket. Colors: azul & henna.

Sizes: XS – XXL
Infos: www.artistic-sportswear.de
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WHITEWATER PANTS

Water resistant pants to help keep warm in cold water or weather.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NRS – FREEFALL TRITON DRY PANTS

LEVEL SIX – REIGN PANTS

DUEMSTUFF – RASTA DRY PANTS

Style and function - the two key elements of our NRS
Freefall Dry Pants. Bombproof 210-denier TriTon™ fabric
is highly breathable, 100% waterproof and tough as nails.
Action-cut for freedom of movement. Latex gaskets at the
ankles and a 8’’ neoprene waistband keep water out in the
event of a swim.
Additional notes: NRS has a HyproTex 2.5 material version
of the Freefall Dry Pants. These will be black.

The newest addition to the Level Six technical pants
category, the Reign pants is built with creeking and
expedition paddling at its core. Above and beyond
anything on the market today, it offers unparalleled
durability and comfort all in the most watertight pants
ever created by Level Six. Constructed mainly from our
renowned eXhaust 3 ply fabric, the Reign pants also
employs extra tough cordura panels on the knees, seat,
and the bottoms of the socks and features an extra long
waistband.

Like the dry jackets, the newest Duemstuff dry pants
feature Aquamax, one of the best 4-layer nylons, which is
highly waterproof, breathable and abrasion resistant. Dry
pants are characterised by a fitting cut and latest latex
and seam sealing technology.
Additional notes: FEATURES 3,5mm Elastomax cuffs +
Latex gaskets 4 layer Aquamax breathable/waterproof
nylon. All nylon seams hot taped. 3mm Ultraspan waist
tube. Stash pocket. All seams glued, blindstitched and
Melco taped.

Sizes: XS – XXL (30 – 40)

Sizes: XS – XXL

Infos: www.nrsweb.com

Infos: www.levelsix.com

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

NEW

NEW

PEAK UK – STORM PANTS

NOOKIE – XTREME DRY TROUSERS

LANGER – SICKLINE

High back fit for seated use. Articulated bum and knees.
Fully taped seams. Breathable and durable heavy weight
X3 fabric with 30m waterproofing. Ripstop Cordura knees
and bum. Fourway stretch X4 breathable, waterproof and
durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams. High
neoprene waist with elasticated draw cord and shoulder
straps. Cargo style pocket with gear loop. The best pants
on the water.

Pull them on and they don’t feel like technical outerwear,
they’re comfortable. But clearly very tough. You can kneel
down on rock or concrete, or slither down a steep granite
boulder on your arse, and you know it. Listening to popular
demand we have now added tunnel sox to ensure no ingress
of water and a more durable product. The waist hugs
you. You don’t have to adjust it, any more than you do a
spraydeck. It just is. And then you pretty much forget about
your trousers. Because they won’t bother you. They don’t
leak, they don’t bind or chafe, and they don’t get sweaty.
Stand up and they’re just there. Sit down, and they still are.
No chinks in the small of your back or anything like that.

State of the art dry pants made from high performance 3
layer material. Double tunnel and neoprene hip construction.
Super smooth neoprene dry cuffs at ankles.

Infos: www.nookie.co.uk/xtremedry

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Sizes: XS – XXL
Infos: www.peakuk.com

sizes: S-XXL - color: black
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WHITEWATER SUITS

One-piece suits offering the maximum in dry protection to keep you warm in cold weather and water
conditions

NEW

NEW

NOOKIE – ASSASSIN DRY SUIT

PALM – ELEMENT (Women)

YAK – TITAN

The 4ply Assassin Drysuit from Nookie uses an incredible
natural fabric technology to combine durability and
strength with the comfort and flexibility you’d expect from
a Savile Row suit. The 4ply bamboo herringbone fabric with
DWR, although smooth to touch, is exceptionally TOUGH!
Together with the Nookie Enduro Mesh™ protection over
all high wear points. Latex gaskets and fabric tunnel socks
ensure a fully dry suit. The all important back and relief
pre-curved BDM® waterproof brass zips the best and most
heavy duty zips available worldwide with protection covers
and cold finger grab loops to aid zip control. Presented in
a Camo Dry Pack with zip oil. Every suit pressure tested.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable
over cuffs • Articulated dynamic panel cut with no underarm
seams sized and cut for female paddlers • Flexible TIZIP
SuperSeal rear entry and welded-in relief zipper • Water
resistant zipped sleeve pockets • Cut-in 4-layer Nylon 330D
abrasion resistance at shoulders, elbows, seat and knees
• Velcro® adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric
cut for improved fit • Elasticated drawcord at waist •
Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees • Tailored leg with a
slight flare for comfort and style with Velcro® adjustable
cuff • Breathable XP 4-layer socks with Nylon 330D soles •
Reflective detail at neck, cuffs and ankles

Years of experience in the production of kayak gear and
sailing drysuits led us to develop what is considered to
be one of the best & most beautiful kayak Drysuits on
the market. Thanks to the newest Toyota 4 layer fabric
technology our drysuit will keep you dry & warm in the
most demanding conditions. Latex wrists and neck gaskets
underneath very stretchable Ulstraspan neoprene gaskets
ensures that no water enters from the dry suit cavities.
The high performance cut combined with the very flexible
TiZip Masterseal dry zippers let you move so freely you
will forget that you are wearing a kayak DrySuit.

Infos: www.nookie.co.uk/assassin

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

NEW
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PEAK UK – CREEK ONE PIECE SUIT

STOHLQUIST – G-POD

STOHLQUIST – B-POD

Articulated sleeves with pre bent elbows, bum and knees.
Fully taped seams. Fabric: Breathable and durable heavy
weight X4 nylon with 30m waterproofing. Ripstop Cordura
elbows, shoulders, spine, knees and bum. Feet: Fourway
stretch X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped
socks with flatlocked seams. Neck: Latex inner with
opening neoprene outer cone. Wrists: Latex inner with
opening neoprene outer. Waist: Neoprene AO outer seal
with X4 Ripstop nylon inner with elasticated drawcord.

The GPOD combines all of the features of our popular BPOD
series drysuits, including relief zipper and the kayaker’s
spray skirt tunnel option, but instead of a neoprene neck
the GPOD has a latex gasket with a zippered neoprene
over collar. Waterproof/breathable TTL Eclipse fabric
throughout. Neck and wrists have latex gaskets with
stretchy hook & loop adjusters, and self draining cuff
covers. Fabric dry socks are shaped for a one size fits all.
Knees and shins are reinforced and padded with PE foam.
Waterproof Ti-Zip cross-chest entry conveniently closes
downwards. Also available as a womens version.

This innovative next generation drysuit redefines drycomfort for the sailor, rafter, whitewater paddler &
sea kayaker by blending the features of the traditional
drysuit with new developments from our drytops to add
a significant degree of comfort. Ultra stretchy neoprene
neck seal is dry and more comfortable than conventional
latex. Built in relief zippers for both men’s and women’s
models. Waterproof zippered pocket on upper arm. Fabric
dry socks now sheathed in black Cordura. Knees and shins
are reinforced and padded with PE foam. Waterproof TiZip cross-chest entry conveniently closes downward.

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes: S, M, L, XL - Color: mango

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL - Color: powder blue

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.stohlquist.com

Infos: www.stohlquist.com
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KOKATAT – MERIDIAN DRY SUIT
Evolution 3.21 oz. nylon 3-layer GORE-TEX® . Self
draining punch-through neck & wrist neoprene
over-cuffs. Latex gaskets. Self draining, zippered
chest pocket with key lanyard. Competition cut
underarm. Covered metal tooth, waterproof
Optiseal chest zipper. Dual-adjustable overskirt
incorporates ‘’hook & loop’’ compatible neoprene.
Adjustable bungee drawcord at waist. Cordura®
seat and knee patches, self-draining ‘’Hook &
loop’’ adjustable neoprene over-cuffs at ankle.
Factory sealed seams. Relief zipper GORE-TEX®
socks COLORS: cobalt, mango, radish.

Infos: www.kokatat.com

SANDILINE – FREERIDE 4L
Years of experience in the production of kayak
gear and sailing drysuits led us to develop what
is considered to be one of the best & most
beautiful kayak Drysuits on the market. Thanks
to the newest Toyota 4 layer fabric technology
our drysuit will keep you dry & warm in the most
demanding conditions. Latex wrists and neck
gaskets underneath very stretchable Ulstraspan
neoprene gaskets ensures that no water enters
from the dry suit cavities. The high performance
cut combined with the very flexible TiZip
Masterseal dry zippers let you move so freely you
will forget that you are wearing a kayak DrySuit.

Infos: www.sandiline.com

PALM – STIKINE
Created originally for a 2001 source-to-sea Stikine
river expedition, featuring innovative construction,
technical cut, and utilising only the toughest
materials available. Natural latex gaskets at neck
and wrists with adjustable over cuffs • Articulated
sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Highest
quality YKK® BDM brass coil rear entry and weldedin relief zipper with protective zip flaps • Water
resistant zipped front pocket with removable fleece
handwarmer • Padded Kevlar® impact protection at
elbows • Adjustable, removable elasticated inner
braces • Velcro® adjustable neoprene waistband with
asymmetric cut for improved fit • Seamless crotch and
pre-bent knees…

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com
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CREEK

Providing extra protection to reduce the risk of injury in the event of serious impact and offering solid
head protection for any kind of whitewater paddling

50

NEW

NEW

NEW

WRSI – MOMENT

NIL – RHINO FC

SHRED READY – STANDARD FULL FACE

The Moment is the brand new full-on creeking helmet
from WRSI. The Moment takes fullface protection to a new
level. The moment you sit in the eddy with your mind
racing. The moment you pull into the current and your
mind goes blank, this is your time, this is your moment.

NIL pops up with new standards! Their helmets and
paddles offer special designs and an elaborate surface
finish. Having found a brand new method of manufacturing
a shell with new look, NIL is able to fulfil a wide range
of desires according to customers individual requests. For
many years international top athletes have relied on NIL
helmets made of the GFK-prepreg. NIL, formerly known as
Riverstar, stands for high-quality products and the finest
Austrian melon protection you can find. Weight: 400 g

A new standard in helmet design has been set with the
introduction of the SR Standard Full Face. Designed from
the ground up to provide unparalleled performance. Great
for Whitewater, Wakeboarding & Kiteboarding. Features:
ABS injected moulded shell, HOT Lock retention system,
S-L fitting pads included. Colors - Carbon Black, Gloss
Black, Carbon Blue, Pearl White, Red, Yellow and NEW
Black Gold carbon fibre.

sizes: 48-59 cm

sizes: S/M: 53-56 - M/L: 56-59 - XL: 59-62

sizes: Custom fit using HOG locking design

Infos: www.wrsisafety.com

Infos: www.nilstyle.com

Infos: www.shredready.com

SWEET PROTECTION - WANDERER

PREDATOR – FULLCUT

SWEET - ROCKER FULLFACE

The Wanderer is a dependable all-around helmet. The
small beak keeps water and sun from your eyes and offers
protection. Direct ventilation and drainage with a superior
fit thanks to our neck-hugging ‘’Occigrip’’ system.

The Full Cut features the Occipital Protuberance-hugging
(OP-Hug) shape at the rear of the head for full protection
as well as a secure and comfortable fit. Lock-down a
perfect fit with the New Predator Double Torque® rear
adjustor. Ventilation and drainage are provided by our
signature Predator Three Ellipse® vent holes. The shell is
made of high impact Ralvek® thermoplastic for increased
stiffness and protection. A comfortable closed-cell
waterproof EVA foam is used to dissipate impacts. Other
features include top quality webbing and buckles, and
stainless steel chinstrap rivets. CE EN

The Rocker Fullface offers full coverage for the most
extensive protection. All the features you’ll ever need in
a helmet. Carbon fiber reinforced composite shell, High
impact ABS occipital shell, EPP padding w/Coolmax®
liner, Removable ear pads with EVA frame, PP straps w/
PA buckles, Ventilation channels, Adjustable visor, Carbon
fiber reinforced jaw protector.
Weight: 750g (M/L) - Certification: CE EN 1385

sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

sizes: one size with fit pads

Sizes: M/L (56-59 cm) - L/XL (59-61 cm)

Infos: www.sweetprotection.com

Infos: www.predatorhelmets.com

Infos: www.sweetprotection.com
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WHITEWATER PLAY

Providing protection to reduce the risk of injury in the event of serious impact and offering solid head
protection for whitewater FREESTYLE paddling

NEW
WRSI – TRIDENT

SPREU – BUMPER

SHRED READY – SUPER SCRAPPY

The Trident is the first composite helmet from WRSI.
Composite style and look with the impact protection and
safety features you trust from WRSI.

Our Bumper shell is constructed from high density
polyethylene with an adjustable plastic retention system
that ensures a proper fit for just about all head sizes. The
inside of the shell is completely padded with EVA closed
cell foam which will protect against most high impact
collisions. An adjustable side-release buckle guarantees
a clean, secure fit. CE-approved. Colors: red, white, blue,
yellow and black.
Additional notes: For 2011 we are working on developing
a new Bumper helmet for children and smaller head sizes.

Features: ABS injected moulded shell, HOG Lock retention
system, S-L fitting pads included. Colors - Carbon Black,
Carbon Blue, Gloss Black, Matte White. Plus for 2011 Electric Blue

sizes: 54-59 cm

sizes: 50 - 60cm

sizes: Custom fit using HOG
Lock retention system

Infos: www.wrsisafety.com

Infos: www.spreu-boats.com

Infos: www.shreadready.com

SHRED READY - STANDARD

NIL – RHINO HC

PREDATOR – LEE

A new standard in helmet design has been set with
the introduction of the SR Standard. Designed from the
ground up to provide unparalleled performance. Features:
ABS molded shell EPP liner – improved for better fit HOG
2.0, Occipital Lock, Interchangeable color coded fitting
pads (Sm, Md, Lg), Nylon straps attached with metal
strap hangers, 8 color choices. Meets and exceeds CE
1385 International Standard for Whitewater Helmets. Also
offered in our unibody carbon composite, Carbon Fiber,
Kevlar and Fiberglass.

NIL - the American-Baseballcap! Having found a brand
new method of manufacturing a shell with new look,
NIL is able to offer a wide range of choices according
to customers individual requests. For many years
international top athletes have relied on NIL helmets
made of GFK-prepreg. NIL, formerly known as Riverstar,
stands for high-quality products and the finest Austrian
melon protection you can find. Weight: 380 g

Visor provides total eye and sun protection. The shell is
made of high impact Ralvek® thermoplastic for increased
stiffness and protection. A comfortable closed-cell
waterproof EVA foam is used to dissipate impacts. For
a locked-down fit, the Lee features the Croc-Lok® rear
adjustor. Other features include rubber edging trim, top
quality webbing and buckles, locking side divider and
stainless steel chinstrap rivets. CE EN 1385

sizes: Interchangeable fitting pads (S, M, L)

sizes: S/M: 53-56 - M/L: 56-59 - XL: 59-62

sizes: XS-M, L/XL with fit pads,
standard soft-sponge fit pads

Infos: www.shredready.com

Infos: www.nilstyle.com

Infos: www.predatorhelmets.com
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SPRAYDECKS

Sprayskirts come in a variety of sizes and are important for keeping water out of the cockpit.

NEW

NEW

NEW

LEVEL SIX – SPIN CYCLE

DUEMSTUFF – EXTREME SPRAYDECK

NOOKIE – ABSOLUTE DECK

The Spin Cycle is a bungee randed whitewater skirt featuring
Rotex neoprene side panels for added resistance against
abrasion from your paddle. Based on the popular Blender,
the Spin Cycle employs a super stretchy neoprene deck and
a bungee rand that fits easily and comfortably on a variety of
cockpit sizes. 4 mm diamond grid neoprene deck with Rotex
neoprene side panels - 3 mm neoprene tunnel - Urethane glue
on front and sides of underside of deck surrounding the rand
for increased abrasion resistance against cockpit rim and boat
outfitting components. - Seams are stitched, glued, and seam
taped - Accessible nylon pull handle - Bungee Rand.

An advance in the neoprene technology has had a great
impact on Extreme spraydeck design. Duemstuff is the
first kayaking spraydeck manufacturer to be using the
newest Tatex covered neoprene for best grip and abrasion
resistance. Even though it is the priciest neoprene on
the market we decided to keep prices the same and push
in the new technology and level of quality in favour
of paddlers. FEATURES Ultraspan SmallDiamond 4mm
neoprene base Kevlar/Tatex Reinforced edge Nylon/Tatex
back edge 10mm Elastic cord Ultraspan 3mm neoprene
inside waist for comfort and warmth.

The design brief for Nookie was simple... To design a high
performing no bull spraydeck! The natural latex coating on
the underside of the neoprene deck sticks to your boat like
white on rice, until the big bright grab loop is pulled for
release if necessary. The 4mm Armotex neoprene is TOUGH,
REALLY TOUGH. This is used over the entire deck as rocks
are tough too. The 3mm superstretch neoprene waistband
offers a close dry fit when used on cold days with many
layers or in warmer climates with few layers. All the seams
are blindstitched and glued. They are put together with the
highest level of technology and provide a watertight seam.

waistsize: XS, S, M, L, XL cockpitsize: One Size

waistsize: S, M/L, XL - cockpitsize: all

waistsize: XS, SM, LXL - cockpitsize: Keyhole & Bigdeck

Infos: www.levelsix.com

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

Infos: www.nookie.co.uk/absolutedeck

NEW
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SEALS – RANDED SEAL

LANGER – ARAMID

°HF – ENERGY

The high performance 3.5mm neoprene offers a contoured
micro-ribbed rubber rand seal to cockpit. It boasts a
form fitting anatomical tunnel with glued, stitched and
sealed seams (Our Randed Seal is not intended for use on
composite rims) (Image shown in a custom color) Stock
Colors: Black, custom colors upon request

Industry-leading design utilizing highest quality
materials. Skirt with oval, high back and ergo shaped
tunnel. Pre-shaped construction for perfect fit on cockpit.
Knee off belt and front loop for easy access. Triple
glued and blind stitched inside and out. Hot-melt tape
reinforcements on outside seams. Sticky rim coating.
Cockpitsize: Keyhole, Bighole, XL

The °hf Energy is a full-on whitewater spraydeck for
younger paddlers. Designed to fit the cockpits of the
smaller kayaks it features all the essential details a
modern whitewater deck needs. Like all °hf spraydecks
it is manufactured in 4mm high performance X-Tuck
neoprene and reinforced with Kevlar. The pretensioned
design ensures the ultimate fit and durability. The large
centrally located release handle in conjunction with the
knee-off strap guarantees a safe and quick exit in all
situations.

waistsize: XS-XXL - cockpitsize: 1.2-1.7

waistsize: 64, 71, 78, 85, 92 cm

waistsize: 62 cm, 70 cm - cockpitsize: Small

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Infos: www.paddle-people.com
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SEALS – PRO RAND

LEVEL SIX – PLAY

MOUNTAIN SURF – DUR-O-RING SPRAYSKIRTS

The high performance 3.5mm neoprene Pro Rand offers
contoured micro-ribbed rubber rand seal to cockpit.
Featuring top-edge wear guard with Aramid fibers and
a form fitting anatomical tunnel. All seams are glued,
stitched and sealed (Our Pro Rand is not intended for
use on composite rims) Stock Colors: Black, custom colors
upon request

UPDATED FOR 2011. The Play is our most technically
sophisticated sprayskirt and is designed for the most
advanced whitewater paddler and the harshest conditions.
If you’re looking for a skirt for big water, advanced play or
creeking, this is your best bet. The Play is built to stand
up to the wear and tear of lots of days on the water,
boat over boat rescues, and just about whatever else you
can throw at it. The machine molded rubber rand actually
breaks in to take on the shape and size of your cockpit,
ensuring the best possible fit.

Mountain Surf revolutionized Sprayskirts with The Kevlar
Dur-O-Ring and everyone else is still trying to catch up.
Our skirts are hand made in our factory in Beachburg,
Ontario with the most durable materials available.
We offer 2 fit characteristics for all of our skirts. The
Bombproof fit is guaranteed to give you the driest, most
secure seal available, and the EZ-ON fit provides a high
performance fit, with a friendlier seal tension. We sell
strictly direct to give you the personalized service and
custom options like specialized Drydecks, C1 setups and
body gaskets.

waistsize: XS-XXL - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 1.7

waistsize: XS, S, M, L, XL - cockpitsize: L, XL

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

Infos: www.levelsix.com

Infos: www.mountainsurf.com

MOUNTAIN SURF – CUSTOM BODY GASKET

PALM - EXTREM KEVLAR®

SEALS – PRO SHOCKER

If you want to paddle “Skin to win” without having
to constantly empty your boat, the bodygasket is your
ticket. The rubber cuff provides a very secure and dry seal
while a special designed pad seals the gap along your
spine. When combined with a drytop this custom barrel
setup is the next driest thing to a drydeck.
This custom option is available on any Mountain Surf
Sprayksirt. If you paddle a kayak as a C1, or just aren’t
happy with the fit of your sprayskirt, check with us and
we’ll sort you out.

A whitewater shockcord spraydeck for use in the toughest
conditions. With Kevlar® reinforcement and heavy duty
shockcord. Reinforced tape protection at seams. 9.5 mm
prestretched shockcord • 3 dimensional cut with twoway stretch neoprene prevents implosion • Full Kevlar®
neoprene edge protection • Small Diamond neoprene deck
panel for durability • Latex cockpit grip • Glued and blind
stitched seams with reinforced Melco® tape and liquid
S-Seal • Super Stretch neoprene waist tube with mesh
neoprene band for secure fit • PU printed wear section at
rear • 40 mm webbing release loop...

This high performance 3.5mm neoprene with 3/8”
stitched bungee attachment to the rim offers top-edge
wear guard with Aramid Fibers with rim grip / safety slip
technology. The Pro Shocker has a form fitting anatomical
tunnel which features glued, stitched and sealed seams
(Image shown in a custom color) Stock Colors: Black,
custom colors upon request

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

waistsize: XS-XXL - cockpitsize: 1.2-1.7
Infos: www.mountainsurf.com

waistsize: XS-XXL - cockpitsize: 1.2-1.7
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